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Call for Manuscripts

 

I. Research/Policy Briefs 

a. All briefs must follow the guidelines of the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th 
edition (2011).

b. Briefs should be in Word format, on 8.5 x 11” paper, having 1 inch margins on all sides, and all pages should be 
numbered.

c. Briefs should be 3-5 pages, including references. All graphs and tables should be included within the body of 
the paper.

II. Book Reviews

a. Choose a recent book in the field of Urban Education then write a review giving a detailed analysis of the 
book’s content.

b. Book review should be in Word format, on 8.5 x 11” paper, having 1 inch margins on all sides, and all pages 
should be numbered.

c. Book review should be 5-7 pages, including references. In all cases, reviews will be considered for publication 
on the basis of the quality of the evaluation and description of the book, relevance and importance of the book 
to the field.

III. Research Article

a. The journal article submission should demonstrate clear thoughts and analyses of the author by choosing words 
composed in direct, responsible and active syntax.

b. A brief abstract stating the principal points, overview of findings and recommendations should be included in 
your submission. The abstract should be no longer than 150 words.

c. Illustrations/graphics must be properly referenced in the text of the article, and numbered chronologically.

d. Manuscripts should be double-spaced and typewritten with one-inch margins on all sides of an 8 ½ x 11 inch 
paper.

e. References should be alphabetically listed and cited properly throughout the document. Sources should be 
properly referenced, indicating the author/s’ name, initials, the title of the source article, journal or book, 
volume, initial page number and the year of source publication.

f. Footnotes should be AVOIDED.

g. Journal submissions for review and publication should be submitted online. Submission of a manuscript  is a 
representation that  the paper has not  been previously submitted in any publication elsewhere or published in 
any open literature. It  also represents that  the author/s have not assigned or transferred copyright  for the 
material.
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Urban Education Research and Policy Annuals
About the Journal and Editors

 

About the Journal
The Urban Education Research & Policy Annuals  (UERPA) is  a graduate student journal that is  published annually by the 
Urban Education Collaborative at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. This  double-blind peer reviewed journal will 
consist of empirical and theoretical research written by masters and doctoral-level students  in the areas related to urban 
education. The UERPA includes original articles, brief reports, and book reviews in the areas of educational reform, 
educational equity for underrepresented groups, racially diverse perspectives, multiculturalism, teacher education models, 
student achievement, urban school populations, and academic and social needs  for urban students. Articles on other 
topics will be accepted if they have a clear relationship to research, policy, or practice in urban education.

Graduate students  in education and public policy programs  in the United States and abroad are invited to submit articles 
for review to the UERPA. Submissions will be reviewed by doctoral students  under the guidance of full-time faculty in the 
Urban Education Program at the College of Education at University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Consistent with the 
policies of most journals  in the field, articles  submitted will either be "accepted," "recommended for revision and 
resubmission," or "not accepted."

Information about the Editors

Chance W. Lewis, Ph.D. is  the Carolyn Grotnes  Belk Distinguished Professor of Urban Education in the College of 
Education at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Additionally, he is the Founding Executive Director of the UNCC 
Urban Education Collaborative which is dedicated to disseminating the next generation of research on the improvement of 
teaching and learning in urban schools. Dr. Lewis formerly served on the faculty at Texas A&M University and Colorado 
State University.

Tempestt R. Adams is a doctoral student in the Curriculum & Instruction, Urban Education program at the University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC). Originally from Enfield, North Carolina, she received her BS in Business  and Marketing 
Education from North Carolina State University and her Master of Business  Administration from Pfeiffer University. She 
spent five years  in the classroom as a Business and Marketing teacher and club advisor at the high school level in Wake 
County. She serves  as a Doctoral Fellow with the Urban Education Collaborative and a Teaching Assistant in the College of 
Education. Her research interests include: early college high schools, teacher preparation, and college and career 
readiness.

Katie E. Brown is currently a Graduate Research Assistant at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte in the department 
of Middle, Secondary, and K-12 Education. She holds both a B.A. in Literatures in English and an MAEd. in secondary 
education. She also serves  as  a Doctoral Fellow with the Urban Education Collaborative at UNCC and vice president of the 
graduate student organization Urban Educators for Change. Katie is  currently pursuing a Ph.D. in the field of Curriculum 
and Instruction - Urban Education. Her research interests  include: Montessori programs  in public schools; school 
experiences of LGBTQ youth; and charter schools. Katie can be reached at kgolfus@uncc.edu.
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